Preschool Family Activity Calendar

Center
Teacher

Monday


Tuesday







1

Wednesday




Around the house
Name objects around you.
Describe their shape, size,
materials, are they heavy,
light, soft, long, short. Make a
drawing of your favorite.

6





Sink and Float

Put a rubber ducky or ball in the
bathtub. Does it float or sink?
How can you make it float or
sink?

13





Poster Board
Glue a few pieces of fabric on
a poster board and allow child
to sort different textures. Ask
how do they feel, compare
with other textures.

20





Car Race

Make a car race using car toys,
which will go faster and why?
Change their direction to make
them go slower/ faster/ straight

27





Dancing Partners
Encourage your child to
dance and make music with
pans, pots, etc. Follow a
pattern.

Child’s Name
Parent’s Signature
Date

7





Cold and Hot
Simply fill one container with
ice and the other with warm
tap water. Encourage child to
manipulate it. Talk about
temperature changes.

14





Water & Ducks
Place plastic cups and water
in a large container, add
small plastic rubber ducks.
Use straws to blow and move
the ducks using wind. Make
them go faster.

21





8





Setting up table
Set up the table for snack.
Count how many napkins,
places, spoons, etc.

15





Laundry Hamper
Sort laundry by groups
(socks, shirts, pants) count
how many in each group,
make a chart use tally marks
to show quantity.

22





April 2020
2

Thursday




Sensational Scarves

Gather your scarves or pieces
of fabric. Place them on the
floor and make shapes or
designs with them.

9





Sticky Situation
Tape a piece of contact paper
on the wall and give your
child cotton pieces and Q-tips
to stick on it. Make groups,
how many on each group?

16







29

30

Guess What?
“Guess what has four feet
and a long hairy nose?”
Continue the game using
different animals, objects

Kitchen Tools
Place kitchen utensils in a
container and allow child to
manipulate them. Talk about
what are they for, made of,
and their name.



Tell a story
Talk to your child, tell him
about your day, and ask him
to retell the events.

17







Fun Predictions
Make predictions around the
house. Guess how many
steps it takes from the kitchen
to the bathroom, how many
toys will fit in a container, how
many cups of water to fill the
jar to the top.



Tally
Teacher’s Initials

Make your own music









Towers
Stack up boxes to make a
tower. How can you make it
taller, wider, stronger, etc.









Obstacle Course

12





Pouring Station
Using just water and cups.
Create a simple pouring
station that will hold your
child's attention for a long
time. Add droppers, spoons,
etc. to make it interesting.





Let’s take a walk
Take your child for a walk and
name things in the
environment.

26



Sunday

Make an obstacle course on
your back yard. Encourage
child to jump, skip, and
balance. Use words like under,
over, around, etc.

19



New Sounds
Turn off TV and allow child to
hear sounds/noises in the
environment and to identify
the source.

+
# of 



Pull it out!
Place pieces of fabric in a box
full of holes and encourage
child to pull them out. Make
groups of fabric by their
texture (soft/rough) count all
the pieces in each group.

25



5



Use kitchen utensils (Pots, pan,
spoons) to make music. Sing a
song with your child. Focus on
the rhythm and the sound
patterns.

18



Kitchen Patterns
Make Patterns using cooking
utensils. Fork/spoon/fork





11



24



28



Bird Nest Model
Observe a bird nest and
try to create a model
nest, using mud, twigs, and
other materials.

10

Saturday

4



23

Texture Exploration
Look for shapes around the
house. How are they alike or
different?





What is missing?
Set up 5-10 items on a
tray. Cover them and remove
one, uncover the objects and
guess which one is missing.

Sock Patterns
Make a pattern using socks.
Large/small/large. Or
Blue/white/blue



Friday

3

Cup Towers
Use plastic cups or
disposable cups and
encourage child to stack them
up. How can you make the
tower taller/wider/stronger.

Measuring with toys
Line up toys. Count how
many objects. Make 2 lines
and notice which one is
longer/shorter.



Circle  for reading 15 minutes
Circle  for doing the activity in the box





Reading time
Read to your child, change
the characters, the beginning
and the ending.





=
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Preschool Family Activity Calendar
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May 2020
Thursday







1

Circle  for reading 15 minutes
Circle  for doing the activity in the box

Friday


2



Guessing Game
Use cups or bowls that are
small enough for your child to
manipulate and a small toy.
You hide the toy under a
container and provide clues
for child to guess where it is.

4





Transit Observer

Observe through the window.
Count how many cars pass by
your house in 1 minute. Count
how many blue ones/
trucks/buses.

11





5





6





7





Light Objects
Walk around the house and
look for light objects. Line
them up and count them.

Tell a story
Ask your child to tell you a
story, ask him about the
characters, the beginning,
middle and end.

12

13

14

15













Bubble Bath
Give your child a bubble bath.
Make and count the bubbles,
talk about transparent,
sphere, clear, floats,etc

Mystery Box
Have a variety of objects in a
box. Start by describing each
object using concepts such
as round, edges, clear,
bumpy, etc.

18

19

20

21



















16









Counting Steps
Count how many steps from
the kitchen to your room.

10







Hide and Seek
Play hide and seek, hide an
object and provide child with
clues. Celebrate when he
finds it.

17



Kitchen Band
Have a variety of kitchen
gadgets and encourage child
to bang the objects and make
music, follow the rhythm.

23





Sunday

3



Word Clapping
Sing a song and clap the
words on the first sentence.

Fruit Shake
Make a fruit shake and talk
about cause and effect.
Solid/liquid changes.

22



Spheres and Cubes
Look for spheres around the
house. How are they different
from cubes?

9



Play Ball
Play ball outdoors. Use words
such as slow, fast, distance,
as you roll the ball. Then add
bounce, higher, balance.

Weight Predictions
Predict using rocks and leaves.
A rock is
heavier than a leaf, compare
with a book, spoon, plate.





Read to your Child
After reading the book, ask
How and why questions to
your child.

Nature Changes
Observe the trees outside,
talk about changes on the
leaves.



8

Saturday



Drop ,Drop
Have a large clear plastic
container, add water and
make a hole on the lid.
Predict which objects will float
or sink and why.

24









Sandwich shapes
Make a sandwich, cut it in
half/fourths, and talk about
how are they the same or
different.

Hot & Cold
Sort clothes by use. Shorts for
hot weather, sweaters for cold
weather.

Story Counting
Read a book and count the
characters of the story, name
them and recall their role.

Cans and Boxes
Count cans and boxes in the
kitchen. Do you have more
boxes or cans? How are they
different/alike?

Can Seriation
Line up the cans you counted
yesterday. Seriate them by
tallest to shortest. Do you
have 2 that look the same?

Measuring with footsteps
Use footsteps to measure
the length of a rug or a
hallway.

La-la-la
Sing a popular song and
change the words to make it
fun. Count how many words
on a sentence.

25

26

27

28

29

30

31





Board Games
Play simple board games like
‘snakes and ladders’
together.

Child’s Name
Parent’s Signature
Date





Building Blocks
Have a variety of boxes in
different sizes and encourage
child to build structures with
them.





Cereal Box Puzzle
Cut the face of a cereal box in
pieces to make a puzzle.
Encourage child to put the
puzzle together.





What is Different?
Go on a nature walk again
and ask your child what is
different from yesterday’s
walk and what is the same?



Graphing
Count the windows and doors
in your house. Talk about
how are they alike and
different.

Tally
Teacher’s Initials





Follow My Directions:
“Crawl under the table…move
two steps to the left…etc”
(Works even better if you hide
a surprise at the end).

+
# of 







Verbal Patterns
What Comes Next?: “tree
flower ,flower, tree, flower
flower…” (the child says
“tree!”)

=
# of 

Total
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Pre-Kindergarten Mathematics

Practice counting as
Find 3 crayons that are
high as you can. How far different lengths. Which
did you count?
crayon is the longest?
Which crayon is the
shortest? How do you
know?

Talk about your
schedule for the day and
sequence of activities.
(e.g. first we will brush
our teeth, ect.)

Find the same type of
objects (e.g. pencils
/pens) then your child
can count the objects
and discuss a
measurable attribute
(e.g. longer/shorter or
taller/shorter).

Go on a shape hunt.
Find objects around the
house that have faces
that are triangles. Can
you find something that
has a face that is shaped
like a square?
(e.g. square is seen in a
window, circle is seen on
a clock)

Count the number of
family members and
reinforce the last number
counted by asking, “How
many did you count?”

Put numbers in a bag.
Have your child pick a
number out and tell you
what the number is and
find that many items (for
example, socks, apples,
crayons) and bring them
to you. Ask your child, “
how many crayons did
you bring me?”

Make a pretend or real
grocery list with your
child. Talk about how
many items are needed.

Go on a number hunt in
your house. What
numbers can you find?

Use various objects to
add and subtract to 5.

Ask your child to find
something that is “
longer”, “shorter” than
this (show an object)

Sort laundry with your
child, encouraging them
to make piles of the
same types of clothes.
Example: put all socks
together, all pants
together, etc.

Bounce a ball . Have
your child count how
many bounces you do?
Ask, “how many times
did I bounce the ball?”,
Let your child have a
turn to bounce and you
count. Say, “ you
bounced the

Practice parent/guardian
phone number and
address.

Cut and place numbers
into a bag. Have your
child pick a number out
and tell you what the
number is and do an
action that number of
times. ( hop, skip, jump)
Ask your child, “ how
many times did you hop,

ball___times.”

Ask your child to help set
the table. When placing
plates around the table,
ask him/her to count
each plate. Repeat with
glasses, silverware and
napkins.

Create sets of 3-5
objects for your child to
count. For example,
make a set of 3 objects
and ask, “How many are
in this group?” After your
child has counted, 1-2-3,
ask again, “How many
objects did you count?”

Cut out numbers. Hide
the numbers in a room in
your home. Have your
child find the numbers
and tell you each
number.

Ask your child to create
sets of 1 to 5 objects
(e.g., make a set of 3
toys, make a set of 4
stuffed animals). Repeat
with other objects.
If your child is not ready
for the above activity,
ask your child to give
you “one stuffed animal”,
“two stuffed animals”,
etc.

Count everything! Count
the stairs as you walk up
or down. Count the cars
that pass by the window.
Count how many times
your child can jump.

Have your child collect
items such as coins,
pencils, and crayons.
Supply a container for
each type of item and
have your child sort their
gatherings into the
containers.

skip, jump.”

Sort toys by color and or/
by type. For example,
put all cars together, all
dolls together, and all
legos.

If your child is not ready
for sorting, have him
match an object to an
identical object in a small
group of objects, i.e.
spoon, fork, cup, bowl.
Cut out pictures from a
magazine of different
shapes to create their
own book of everyday
shapes.
For children not ready
for cutting, pre-cut the
shapes and help your
child glue the shapes on
the pages.

Put different colored
crayons in a bag. Pick
one and have your child
find an item around the
house that matches the
color of the crayon.
Repeat with a different
color crayon.

Take a shoe and
compare it to other
objects. Is the object
longer/shorter than the
shoe?

Pre-Kindergarten Literacy

Read a book to your child
and ask them about what
happened in the story.

Trace letters on your
child’s back and have them
guess the letters you
traced. You could also
trace short words, or
numbers.

Have your child write
letters using paint, crayons,
pencils, or markers. Add a
sensory experience by
having your child draw
lines, shapes, or letters in
shaving cream or yogurt.

Draw lines on a piece of
paper (straight lines,
curved lines, etc) and
have your child use
scissors to cut on the line.
Have your child tear paper
with their hands.

Print the letters of your
child’s name and say each
letter as you write it. Then
have your child write their
name. For children not
ready to write their name,
have them trace their name
or match a letter card to
the letters you write.

Sing the alphabet song
with your child.

Cut out the letters of your
child’s name and hide them
in one room. Have your
child find the letters, say
the letters and put them in
order to spell their name.

Give your child a
magazine, newspaper, or
junk mail and have your
child circle a specific letter.

Say the name of an object
in your house or a picture.
Ask your child to say the
beginning sound the
object. Have your child find
another object or picture
with the same sound.

Write the first letter of your
child’s name on a large
sheet of paper. Have your
child tear another piece of
paper into small pieces and
glue the papers on top of
the letter.

Read a book with your
child and ask your child to
make predictions about
what will happen.

Make letter cards and put
them in alphabetical order.
Your child can sort the
cards by features (straight,
curved, circle)

Help your child write a
letter to a friend or family
member. Ask your child for
his ideas while you write or
have your child write.

See how many rhyming
words you can think of
together: hop, top, mop,
stop and drop.

Say a number of words
that start with the same
letter (alliteration) and help
your child to hear the letter
sounds- ex. Big, Bob
bounced a ball.

Play “I Spy” to look for
things that begin with
various letters of the
alphabet. Say, “I Spy
something that begins with
the mmmm sound.” See if
your child can guess the
item.

Have your child listen and
repeat
sentences/questions of five
or more words. For
example, “I have new red
shoes” or “Will we play
outside today?”

Have your child speak in
sentences to plan their
ideas of events, for
example, “I am going to
build a tower.” “ I am
going to play legos.”

Clap out syllables for
different objects around
your house. For example,
Win-dow (2 claps), Ba-nana (3 claps).

Read a favorite book. Point
out to your child how we
read from left to right and
how words are separated
by spaces.

Create an alphabet book.
Cut out pictures from a

Read a book with your
child and talk about the

Recite nursery rhymes with
your child. As you recite,

Say three words such as
cat, dog and sat and ask

Find items in your house
that begin with the same

magazine that start with
each letter of the alphabet.
For children not ready for
letters but who are learning
new words, cut pictures out
of a magazine of a variety
of objects or actions.
Create a book of new
vocabulary words.

difference between a word
and a picture.

stop before a rhyming word your child which words
and encourage your child
rhyme.
to fill in the blank. For
example: “Humpty Dumpty
sat on a wall. Humpty
Dumpty had a great ___. “
(fall)

letter sound as the first
letter of your child’s name.

Mindfulness Activities
1. Blow bubbles ‘slo-mo’ style, emphasizing a big deep breath in
through the nose to fill the bubble… and out through the mouth
as slow as possible
2. Squeeze and let go, tensing different muscles in the body for 5
seconds and then slowing releasing
3. Focus on breathing by building ‘Elsa’ ice sculptures’ by taking in
a deep breaths and then slowly blowing out to create amazing
ice creations
4. Explore textures, take a walk to collect several different objects
and observe/describe how each feels
5. Give a ‘weather report’ on how you’re feeling, “I’m dark and
cloudy with some raindrop tears coming out
6. Choose several different items and describe how they all feel
different
7. Take a mindful walk pointing out sights and sounds along the
way.
8. Explore touch by choosing several objects, then comparing the
difference in how they feel dry vs. wet etc.
9. Slow down by having a snack in ‘slow motion’ and taking notice
of the taste throughout
10. Try ‘buddy breathing’ and invite your child to grab a toy/stuffed
animal to place on their tummy while they lay down and take
slow breaths, in through the nose and out through the mouth
11. Explore gratitude by going back and forth with your child (for as
long as you can!) to name as many things possible that you are
grateful for
12. Stand or sit for this activity. Put both hands on your belly. Close
your eyes, or look down to their hands. Take three slow deep

breaths in and out to see if you can feel their hands being
moved. Lay on your back and place a small stuffed toy, or lightweight object on top of your belly button. Take three slow deep
breaths in and out. You may like to count “1, 2, 3” for each
breath in and “1, 2, 3” for each breath out, pausing slightly at the
end of each exhale. Watch the object as it moves up and down
with your breath.
13. Shark Fin: Place the side of your hand on your forehead, with
your palm facing out to the side. Close your eyes. Slide your
hand down your face, in front of your nose. Say “shhh” as you
slide your hand down your face. If you are sitting down, you do
the 5 S’s while you move your hand: Sit up straight, sit still, sit
silently, soft breathing, shut eyes. If you are standing do the
same but you are standing straight, still, silently, using soft
breathing and shut eyes while you move your hand down your
face.
14. Breathing hand: Hold your hand up straight with fingers
separated. Use the index finger on your other hand to trace the
outline of your open hand. Take a deep breath in as you move to
the top of your thumb. Breathe out as you move down between
your thumb and first finger. Take another breath in as you move
to the top of your first finger. Breathe out as you move down
between your first and second finger. Repeat until you have
taken five slow, deep breaths.
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